frames & shadowboxes
showcase your favorite memories

outdoor rooms
decorate with style

free shipping
on over 22 items!

batik block prints
indigo blue and fresh stripes
capture the summer season
Open Iron Lantern
A. Our openwork lantern suspends three pillar candles inside a gazebo-shaped frame. Hand wrought of heavy-gauge iron with a blackened finish. 4' chain included. 12" diam., 19" h. •10-6032411 $69 SPECIAL $49 Catalog/Internet Only
Ivory Pillar Candle Each •10-4577094
3" diam., 3" h. $5 3" diam., 6" h. $8

Belmont Stripe Patchwork Quilt & Sham
B. We gathered together a handsome assortment of yard-dyed stripes in ticking, awning and wallpaper styles to create this patchwork quilt and sham. The linen/cotton fabrics are cut into patches of varying sizes, then pieced together to create a mosaic of pattern and color. Quilt reverses to blue ticking stripe. Euro sham reverses to red stripe; standard sham features different stripes on each side. Both shams secure with side-tie closures. Machine wash, imported.
Quilt •10-6056214
Twin $179 Full/Queen $199 King $229
Sham Each •10-6055156
Standard $29 Euro $39

Beanbag Chair
C. No seating is truer to the spirit of summer than the beanbag. Ours has a brushed cotton cover that can be removed for machine washing. Inside, pellets of polystyrene are sealed in a casing. 41" diam. Made in the USA. Denim, Cranberry or Stone. •10-2051282 $199 Catalog/Internet Only

Claudia Bed
D. Clean lines and slim crossbars give our Edwardian-style bed an airy feel. The sturdy iron frame is detailed with scrolled castings that are hand cast of aluminum. Glass door knobs sparkle at the top of its bedposts. A subtly distressed finish gives the bed an heirloom quality. See page 75 for bed faces. Distressed Antique White or Antiqued Pewter finish. •10-4322954 Catalog/Internet Only
Twin $599 SPECIAL $499 ($100)
Full $699 SPECIAL $599 ($100)
Queen $699 SPECIAL $599 ($100)
King or Cal. King $799 SPECIAL $699 ($100)
Headboard only •10-4322848
See page 75 for prices.
Daybed with Trundle •10-4326369
See page 75 for prices.

Rewards Now Rewards Later
The Pottery Barn Credit Card
See insert for details.

a guest retreat
Nothing brings us closer to the spirit of summer than sleeping outdoors. However, portable camping tents leave something to be desired when it comes to comfort. We've found this permanent guest tent to be the answer. Mounted on stable wooden platforms and fitted with windows and screens, it becomes the perfect yoga retreat, summer writing studio, or unforgettable guest room for relatives and friends. For information on where to purchase these tents, go to www.potterybarn.com/tent
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